
Date: 01/01/2019 Teacher: Roberta Pyne Class: Ms. Pyne's 4th Grade Class

Class Subject: Equivalent Fractions

Learning Objectives

Students will be able to de�ne, recognize, and compare equivalent fractions both manually and
using visual models.

Materials

Glue, Colored paper, Paper plates,
Computers/Devices, Colored pencils/markers,
Scissors, pen/pencil per student, Earphones

Vocabulary

Numerator
Denominator
Equals
Equivalent
Greater than
Less than

Common Mistakes

Students assume that fractions are
determined as big or small according to
how 'big' the number is.
Students think that the numerator and
denominator have an additive relationship.

Prior Knowledge

Identifying numerator and denominator.
Understand the equal sign and the word
equivalent.
Viewing and explaining pictorials in terms
of parts.
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Activity Overview

Anchor Activity

Anchor activities solve for
"ragged" time, when students
�nish their class work early.
These activities are always
purposeful and either extend
or review learned skills.

Groups:

Print off worksheet & tiles
sheet

Materials:

Colors

Math Games

Math Games enable students
to practice math skills in an
engaging and playful way.
Games increase student's
motivation and helps associate
positive math experiences

Groups:

Orange,Blue,Green

Provide students with link

Materials:

Computers/Devices,
Earphones

Mathematical

Reasoning

Have students describe their
reasoning while determining
their solution strategy,
solving a problem, and
analyzing another student’s
solution.

Groups: Orange

Print Task Cards &
Worksheet

Materials:

Virtual Learning

Objects

Virtual learning objects can
help improve spatial and
visualization skills while also
helping bridge algebraic and
graphical representation.

Groups: Purple

Click on Teaching Resource
- Fraction Bars

Materials:

Concrete Equivalent Fractions

Students �ll out the worksheet by labeling equivalent
fractions and answering the questions. Higher Groups: do
not provide groups with the fraction tiles sheet
By: Donna Boucher

Link: https://bit.ly/2c22auh

Equivalent Fractions Bingo

In this activity students must correctly identify the
equivalent fractions in order to get bingo!

By: ABCya!

Link: http://bit.ly/fraction_bingo

Equivalent Fractions Task Cards

Students must analyse the fractions and explain why one
of the fractions is not equivalent.

By: Susan Mescall

Link: http://bit.ly/Equivalent_Taskcards

Fraction Bars

Teachers use the tool to explain equivalent fractions and
how they function. Students also have the opportunity to
practice making fractions equivalent.
By: Teacher Led

Link: http://bit.ly/Fraction_Bars

http://www.mathcoachscorner.com/
https://bit.ly/2c22auh
http://www.abcya.com/
http://bit.ly/fraction_bingo
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Susan-Mescall
http://bit.ly/Equivalent_Taskcards
http://www.teacherled.com/
http://bit.ly/Fraction_Bars


Creating Visuals

Enables students to show
their understanding in a visual
manner. Students are asked
to express what they know
through artistic expression.

Groups: Green

Print instructions page.

Materials:

Paper plates, Colored
paper, Colored
pencils/markers, Scissors,
Glue

Pictures and Visuals

Helps students learn abstract
concepts and solve problems
through the use of visual
representations.

Groups: Purple

Print puzzle pieces for
each student

Materials:

Scissors, pen/pencil per
student

Math Games

Math Games enable students
to practice math skills in an
engaging and playful way.
Games increase student's
motivation and helps associate
positive math experiences

Groups: Blue

Print Memory Game

Materials:

Scissors

Fraction Pizzas

Each group must split in half and follow instructions to
draw and build their own pizza. Make sure each topping
represents a different fraction of the pizza.

By: Rundee's Room

Link: http://bit.ly/Fraction_Pizza

Match Me!

Students use a puzzle to visually understand equivalent
fractions. Students must put the puzzle together
ensuring that the fractions are equivalent.

By: Miss Magnolia

Link: http://bit.ly/Match_Me

Spring Matching Cards

In this activity, students play a memory game and match
each fraction in its different forms: fractions, word
fractions and image fractions.
By: Michelle Walker

Link: http://bit.ly/SpringFractions

http://www.rundesroom.com/
http://bit.ly/Fraction_Pizza
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Miss-Magnolia
http://bit.ly/Match_Me
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Michelle-Walker
http://bit.ly/SpringFractions


Activity List

Blue Group

1. Spring Matching Cards

Work in pairs or as a group to complete the memory game task. For each fraction, you need to �nd: the fraction,
the words and pictures that are all equivalent.

2. Equivalent Fractions Bingo

Press GO, click on the button CHALLENGE, select a grid size that challenges you, match cards with the equivalent
fraction and try to get BINGO! Link to activity: http://bit.ly/fraction_bingo

Concrete Equivalent Fractions

Fill out the worksheet and answer the corresponding questions. Use the Fraction Tile sheet if
needed.

Exit Ticket Link:



Activity List

Orange Group

1. Equivalent Fractions Task Cards

In each of the cards, �nd the fraction which is not equivalent to the other fractions. Explain your reasoning on each
card.

2. Equivalent Fractions Bingo

Press GO, click on the button CHALLENGE, select a grid size that challenges you, match cards with the equivalent
fraction and try to get BINGO! Link to activity: http://bit.ly/fraction_bingo

Concrete Equivalent Fractions

Fill out the worksheet and answer the corresponding questions. Use the Fraction Tile sheet if
needed.

Exit Ticket Link:



Activity List

Purple Group

1. Match Me!

Cut out the puzzle pieces and make sure you connect the equivalent fractions. Once you've connected all the puzzle
pieces write the fraction on each piece.

2. Fraction Bars

Your teacher will explain using visualisations how equivalent fractions work, and you'll each get the chance to try it
out yourselves. Link to activity: http://bit.ly/Fraction_Bars

Concrete Equivalent Fractions

Fill out the worksheet and answer the corresponding questions. Use the Fraction Tile sheet if
needed.

Exit Ticket Link:



Activity List

Green Group

1. Fraction Pizzas

Split into 2 groups. Each group will make their own pizza according to the recipe and together make your very own
fraction pizza.

2. Equivalent Fractions Bingo

Press GO, click on the button CHALLENGE, select a grid size that challenges you, match cards with the equivalent
fraction and try to get BINGO! Link to activity: http://bit.ly/fraction_bingo

Concrete Equivalent Fractions

Fill out the worksheet and answer the corresponding questions. Use the Fraction Tile sheet if
needed.

Exit Ticket Link:


